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Taylor Renovation
Planned For March

Meal Hours
Changed For
Athletic Teams

By EMILY DRAGE
Beginning March 15 Taylor Han
win undergo renovation.

To Go In

Effect
After Spring Break

'

Ey E23LY DRAGS
In an interview with President
Copeland on Wednesday, he announced a revision of evening meal
hours after Spring vacation.
Said Mr. Copeland. "I have discussed the matter of the meal
hours in the evening with Mr.
Raber and Mr. Van Wie and have
approved the expenditure of the
additional funds required to extend
the closing until 8:45 p.m. on four
evenings each week. After the
Spring vacation, the evening hours
will be from 54:45 p.m. on Monday
through Thursday and from 4:45-8:3-0
p.m. on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. For this new arrangement
to work, it is essential that classes
and labs end by 3:50 p.m. and that
practices for intercollegiate sports
should be over by 6 p.m."
In commenting, Mr. Copeland
expressed his appreciation for all
the assistance he had received in
working through the problems of a
variety of different groups of students and employees. ,

New SAB
Chair Picked

,

Br PATRICIA BAUERLE

Doug Hart, a sophomore from
Canton, was selected last week to
become the new President of the
Student Activities Board, and will
assume office .sometime after
spring break. As president. Hart
hopes to improve the quality of
events while adding a greater diversity instead of increasing the
quantity of sponsored events.
"Sometimes we leave out the
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Herr Schreiber will return to Vienna to lead the Wooster in Vienna
program for the 25th time this summer. Photograph by Elisabeth
Koreman.

er

Cruise Missiles Discussed By
Visiting Prof At Convocation

Schreiber Reflects On 25
Years Of Woo In Vienna
By MAC SQUIER
Looking around, all that you see
are scenes from across the European continent. To the left, above a
desk filled with old periodicals, you
find yourself glancing at the
of a Gothic church, draped
and adorned with menacing gargoyles and foreboding figures from
another time. Looking to the right,
you are easily amused at the sight
of a group of slightly inebriated
Germans eagerly sampling the seasonal beers of the Oktoberfest in
Munich's famous Hofbrau Haus.
Like picture windows peering out
into a foreign world,
posters cover the walls of Dr.
William Schreiber's office like
some great European college.
An extremely robust character
for his age, Dr. Schreiber speaks in
a rather gruff German accent
which, many students will tell' you,
gets thicker every year. Dr. Schreiber himself, however, will tell you'
that it's because of a "chronic
sinus problem" that his voice continues to be imbued with the inflections of his native language. Re-r-

emains

one

must

listen

attentively to this man when he
speaks for fear of being lost in a
constant assault of umlauts and

rolled r's.
Originally from Bonn, the present
capital of the West German Republic, Herr Schreiber (as he likes to
be called) Immigrated to the Unitminorities and their needs in sched- ed States at the age of 18 where he
uling events." said Hart, who ex- headed west and found work on a
plained that fulfilling those needs chicken farm in Missouri. Eventuwill be one of the SAB goals. Hart ally going on to receive his massaid that he would be willing to ter's degree at the University of
Wisconsin and his doctorate from
Continued on Page 8
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a computer seminar room and offices for computer personnel.
The Taylor HaU renovation win
The architect chosen for the
substantially increase the buildproject was Kline Meier.
After eight contractors made ing's functional capacities and imbids. Bogner Construction, of Woo- prove appearance. Faculty and stuster was successful in a attaining dents
Physical
and
of
Mathematical Sciences win work
the contract
The project's estimated cost is more efficiently with wen equipped
$1.7 million and will take approxilabs and classrooms, a spacious
library and reading room, special
mately one year to complete.
Taylor Hall was constructed in materials preparation areas and
1902 and bears the name of Woos-ter- 's modern computer facilities.
Faculty members win have a
second president AAE. Taystudy and research room designed
lor.
The building houses the Depart- for them and students will have a
ments of Physics and Mathemati- study area with Individual carrels.
cal Sciences. It is structurally The building will have an elevator
sound, but classrooms, laboratories and ramps to accomodate physically handicapped persons.
and offices need major renovation.
The visual focus of the interior
Substantial improvement of Taylor Hall's interior wUl allow the win be the large skylight open to
departments which use it to en- the second and third floors. Faculty
hance their strengths within the office win surround a third floor
Physical and Mathematical Sci- balcony overlooking the Academic
ences curriculums. The renovation Computer Center.
For the renovation of Taylor,
will increase the instructional
30 percent and will Wooster has received a challenge
space
improve ample facilities for-- the grant of 81 million which must be
new Academic Computer Center matched by gifts and pledges sufO-ceto date. In addition the College
which serves the entire campus. '
The Center will be housed on the has in hand 8900.000 and reqlres a
second floor of Taylor. This space. sum of 8400,000 at the earlist possi- wUl include academic and math ble date.
computer laborMort. rlansrnoms.

,
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the University of Illinois, the new
"Doctor" Schreiber went on to
acquire a post as professor of
German here at the College in 1937.
Since officially retiring in 1975.
Herr Schreiber has continued his
role as the founder and organizer of
the College's Wooster in Vienna
program.
The main idea for the first Wooster in Vienna program came to
Herr Schreiber during a conversation with an old classmate and
friend from Oberlin. "Oberlin at
the time already had a program in
Vienna. It was just a matter of
getting a program together for
Wooster students," says Herr
Schreiber. So in I960, with only 11
students accompanying him. Dr.
Schreiber departed for Vienna on
the first of what were to be many
trips to come.
Concerning the 24 sometimes
trying years that have followed-sinc- e
1960. Herr Schreiber insists in
an ambivalent tone that he has
enjoyed each one of them. "Every
fall you think that it's the last time,
but when spring comes around it's
different You're ready for a new
group and a new experience."
If you ask any student who happens to have been lucky enough to
have participated in one of Herr
Schreiber's programs, they will
most likely ten you that the immense success of the program can
be traced to the rapport that Herr
Schreiber has with his fellow travelers. "I think the main reason that
we've always gotten along so well
is because I treat them (the
on Page 4
.
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By KAREN SAPIO
An integral part of Kekkonen's
Speaking at Convocation Tuesday, visiting Fulbright Professor program was to make northern
George Maude discussed the impli- Europe officially a nuclear free
cations of the U.S. deployment of zone. He first introduced the idea in
cruise missiles in Europe for Fin- 1963, as a response to the Cuban,
missile crisis, but never succeeded
land's neutrality.
While cruise missile deployment in having the tone officially depresents problems for all of Eu- clared.
This is surprising, states Maude,
rope's neutral countries, Maude
suggested that Finland faces a because the zone is favored by
special dilemma because of Fin- most of the Finnish and Swedish
land's unique and limited security peoples. The formation of a nuclear
arrangements with the Soviet Un- free zone, a confidence building
measure, would be a positive develion.
The Treaty of Finland between opment in a time when positive
Finland and the Soviet Union has developments are rare.
What is holding up the declarabeen the cornerstone of .Finnish
foreign policy for over three dec- tion of northern Europe as a nucleades. The treaty allows Russia to ar free zone, Maude claims, is fear
repeal any attacks on its borders of offending the United States. Northrough Finnish territory, and to way and Denmark, as members of
help defend Finland if it becomes NATO, are sensitive to claims by
--

necessary. It also forbids the plac- American President Reagan that
ing of nuclear weapons on Finnish the idea of a nuclear free zone is
soil.

Finnish neutrality has developed

along two lines, Maude explained.
The first in accordance with President Paasfkivi's interpretation in
the early fifties, tried to isolate
Finland from the conflicts of the
cold war, while concentrating on

strengthening Finland's defense

forces.
The second, favored by President
Kekkonen from the late fifties until
the early eighties, concentrated on
conflict prevention: a more active
policy aimed at reducing tension in
the U.N., and in Northern Europe.
Kekkonen hoped that by resolving
conflicts in Northern Europe. Finland could avoid having to act on
the military part of the treaty of
1948.

communist inspired.
The tensions have been heightened recently by American deployment of intermediate range nuclear
missiles in western Europe. States
Maude, "No one- asked neutral
countries how they felt about having missiles flown over their coun-

tries."

American missiles based in
southern England are tracked
across Finland towards Leningrad.

This cans Finnish neutrality into
question. A missile shot at Russia
over Finland could be interpreted
as an attack through Finnish territory as specified in the 1948 Treaty.
If Finland shoots these missiles
down, Finland is placed in the
position of front-lin- e
fiahter in an
- Continued on Page 8
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Somewhere in the back of your mind, you will recall that Wooster
is a Presbyterian Church related college. Right All that means is a
one course religion requirement Well, maybe ...
The College of Wooster has always maintained a religious
relationship.' particularly with Westminster Church. Westminster
Church was founded in 1874 to serve as the campus ministry. It is
now known as the "congregation-in-residencfor the College and
continues to identify its purpose as campus ministry.
In light of this, Westminster's search for a new senior pastor
poses great significance for the College community, not simply for
those few students, faculty and staff who stt in If cGaw on Sunday
mornings, but to all involved in this special relationship of religion
and education.
A student like all humans, in some manner lives spiritually.
Whatever the belief, people live with themselves and others. The
ideas which guide people, however named, must be explored. This
exploration does not, of course, have to occur within the confines of
McGaw Chapel on Sunday morning. Some realize this. There is
significant participation, not only in Westminster Church, but in
campus groups such as the Jewish Student Association, Newman
Ministry and Wooster Christian Fellowship. Students are involved
throughout the Wooster community in churches and synagogues.
That is wonderful. But enough students do not participate, and that is
e"

m

meaningful.
In recent conversations, many students have expressed the need
for a person, such as the Westminster pastor, who would address the
spiritual needs of the campus. Rabbi Laura (Seller, this year's
visiting theologian, did this and was outstanding. The selection of a
new pastor at Westminster will play a pivotal role in meeting this
need because Westminster is looking for someone who wOl be an
outstanding preacher and spiritual pastor for the campus community.
However, Westminster's campus ministry does not rely solely on
pastoral staff. Westminster tries to meet some of the religious needs
on campus by providing Sunday worship in McGaw Chapel, a series
of outstanding guest preachers throughout the year, various prayer
and Bible study groups, and mission activities.
Westminster has also taken steps to reaffirm its campus ministry
by oaring it an integral part of the new pastor position description
and " forming a Campus Life Committee to explore new ways of
ministry with the campus community. The most important event of
Westminster's campus ministry in 1983 may have been the finalixa-tio- n
of a new Memorandum of Understanding between the College
and Westminster. It clearly reminds the campus and church of the
importance of ministry, in all ways, to this place.
Westminster's commitment to this campus ministry, as the
"congregation-in-residence,"
is strong. It must be, in order to meet
the religious needs of the campus community faced "with challenges
and concerns, as well as joys and celebrations in all of life.
The College's church affiliation, therefore, means much more
than a one course requirement It is the covenant between two great
institutions to nurture the college community in spiritual growth. So

Soup And
live on a campus where' most
of our needs have been provided for
by our families. However, once we
strike out on our own and become
in meeting our own
needs, we will have to decide what
kind of lifestyle we choose to live. I
want to propose that of a simple
We

self-sufficie- nt

one.
We have been given stewardship
of the earth, and we have a responsibility to one another as global
citizens of the planet Earth, for we
are mutually dependent We have a

responsibility to future generations

--

belt

who will find this planet increasingly more difficult to survive on.
What we have
our lives, our
skills and insights, our possessions
are gifts meant to be used for
building up the human family, the
global city. If we share this vision
and want to live it out more fully,
what can we do?
A good place to start would be to
adopt a more modest lifestyle.
Some possible adjustments toward a more modest lifestyle which
I would like to suggest are: First,
we can express our world citizenship by addressing ourselves to the
needs of people beyond our national
borders. We can do this through

John Wilkinson

VleLL, Ti 198
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reading about international concerns, corresponding with people
abroad, praying with a world vision, and through maintaining an
active, rather than simply a passive, concern for world affairs.

)

SAB Winter
create a more just global society,
having a sense of occupational
accountability, affirming the gift of
our bodies, and commiting ourselves to a simple but proper nourg
ishment and to physical
and personal renewal, perhaps
through prayer or study.
Making the effort to change our
way of life to a more simple one
can help us in at least three ways.
First making this change will help
us to develop a perse rverence thai
will help sustain our involvement in
such things as the Bread and Justice Program.
Secondly, the small struggles we
go through each day to change our
lives will deepen our commitment
to change. As that commitment
deepens, our activities will flow
more and more out of the beliefs
centered in this commitment
Thirdly, these small struggles
will perhaps give us a small understanding of those who lead much
more stringent lives.
Finally, perhaps we should consider actively participating in an
organization which is concerned
with changing the status quo. as is
the Bread and Justice Program. A
simple way of life can be a powerful testimony in the struggle
against hunger and injustice.
well-bein-

'

Peck-Be-e

Games Lauded
Editors:
Last weekend the Wooster winter
Olympics were helL Approximately
13 teams participated in the events
which ranged from pyramid build
ing to jeuo snarling. Although the
weather left something to be desired, the amount of interest. was
very refreshing. The participants
were a diverse group and had
good sense of the spirit of the
games. All the teams maintained a
good sense of sportsmanship, as
well as a good sense of humor.
have heard much talk lately of the
apathy of the student body in re
gard to college activities. The
Olympics are a good example of
bow the students do take an interest in the activities the school has
to offer. Doug Hart and his crew of
helpers were as well organized as
could be expected with all the
postponements due to the uncooper
ative weather. They all worked to
create an atmosphere of fun and
sportsmanship, as they gave sup
port and encouragement to all the
participants. I commend them on a
successful Wooster winter olym
pics.

Lawrence Allen

Lim
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Secondly, we should be ecologi-- ;
cally aware of our use of nature's
endowments. In land development,
for example, let us strive to take
into consideration the balance of
nature and to improve pollution
control.

Editors-in-chi-

'
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Tom Hetrlck
Paul Miller

News Editor

,

Emily Drage

.
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Thirdly, let us commit ourselves
to leading a life of creative simplicity and to sharing our personal
wealth with the world's poor
There are numerous possibilities
for creative simplicity, such' as
cutting back on. all- - forms of con
sumption, seeking inexpensive but
creative forms of entertainment
using the public library instead of
buying collections of books to adorn
the study, and pooling our possessions with other individuals. Other
possible adjustments include having a sense of commitment' to
reshape institutions in order
to
r
J

.
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'Staff
Karen Sapio, Sarah McGraw, Franz Jantzen, Susan R. Jones, Chris
Luse. Sue Liggett Chuck Craig, John Wilkinson, Mae Squier,
Stephanie Tan. Amy Welsberger. Patricia Bauerle. Ian Fried.
Cheryl Lower. Marc Miller. Drew VandeCreek. Carol Pearson, Doug
Chilcott David Boop, Don Sandford, Quincy Adams. Dave Bryan.
...
.
Liz Garber.
.
.
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Walter Waring To Be Second
ScholarResident; Begins Feb.
Dr. Walter W. Waring, retired
professor of English at Kalamazoo
College, will be the second participant this year in The College of
Wooster's
Program.
ur.
While on campus jreo.
Waring, will participate in several
Ffngn ana Tneatre cusses, pro-is
addition, he will present two
grams open to the public without
charge: On Sunday. Feb. 12, at 8:30
p.m.'. he will conduct a seminar
using Elizabethan music and slides.
On Feb. IS at S p.m.. Dr. Waring

By CHRIS LUSE
(Beirut) Thousands of gunmen
took over West Beirut Monday,
seising the mostly Muslim section
of the capital amidst heavy fighting. Nabih Berri, commander of
the Shiite militia, announced over a

Scholars-in-Residen-

ce

"

radio broadcast. "The battle is
about to end, and Lebanon's little
shah (Gemayel) is on the' verge of
collapse."
,
The Gemayel government was
earlier shaken by the resignation of
Premier Shafik Wasxan and his
cabinet Gemayel made a speech
and
Sunday calling for a cease-fir- e
the reconvening in Geneva of talks
between the warring factions.
U.S. forces returned fire from
Druse militia units, with no reported causalties. Renewed fighting in
the past five days has brought the
e
country to the brink of
By JIM CASE
civil war.
The relationship between aca(Cape Canaveral) A second satelmajors and particular calite launched from the Space Shut- demic
topic for all
reers
is
tle Challanger has disappeared students, anandimportant
especially important
from view and apparently hit the
for freshmen and sophomores faced
wrong orbit
An Indonesian communications with declaring their majors.
During February and March a
satellite disappeared from radar
forums on this topic
series
up
a
lower
orbit will be of three by
in
and ended
the Dean's Office
offered
similar to its twin Westar VI which and
Career Planning and Placefour days
was also
will
earlier, intended for use by West- ment Service. EachandForum
discussion
of
lectures
consist
en
ern Union. Problems with the
faculty, the Director of Career
gines were suggested as the causes by
Planning
and Placement Service,
mishaps.
of the
of the College.
and
alumni
(Washington) The EPA crack
On Thursday, Feb. 16, at 4 p.m.
s
down on the suspected
118, The Humanities and
oesticide Ethylene dibromide is in Lowry will
be discussed. Gordon
Careers
- meant
to ease consumer worries
Studies, and Paul
without unduly interupting sales of Tait ReligiousEnglish,
will outline
grain products, said an agency Christianson, characteristics
of a
distinctive
the
spokesman.
the
describe
major
and
humanities
The agency recommended new
which are developed by a
EDB safety levels. Meanwhile. skills
humanid concentrated study of the
Florida relaxed its ban on
will
PS,
CP
Case,
from
ties.
Jim
d
items by adopting the
guidelines. Earlier, a ban on describe the earlier options availato humanities. He will also
the use of EDB was issued, and ble
the career options availadescribe
recalls were urged on certain grain ble to humanities
graduates and
oroducts.
types
of employers
the
outlines
two
(Washington) A feud between
employed
Wooster huwhich
have
of President Reagan's top advisers
graduation.
majors
after
manities
Secretary
Treasury
up
as
blew
a reportEnglish),
('73
Breiner
Jim
Donald Regan recommended that a
will
Dispatch
Columbus
the
er
for
new economic report supervised by
a humanias
experience
his
share
ox
Kea
Martin Feldstein. chairman
graduate and highlight how the
gan's council of economic advisers ties
skills he developed at Wooster have
be thrown out
Quizzed by the Senate Budget contributed to bis professional eift
HHiwHHHMW
aft
Asft
budgCommittee on Reagan's new
et proposal and the projected deficit of $180 billion, Regan at first
declined to state his objections to
the report saying that they were
too numerous, but then said the
'

.

ited to Kalamazoo College. He has
also served as chair of the Great
Lakes Colleges Association Depart
ments of Engnsn ana presiaeni ox
the southwestern Michigan Association of Phi Beta Kappa Chapters.
In addition to his teaching. Dr.
at that institution. Dr. Waring Waring has also produced two teleHero in Let
taught courses ranging from Shake- vision series, "The "Wit-Craft
in
speare and Literary Criticism to ters," In 196 and
pro1967.
These
in
Literature"
to
addition
Victorian Literature, in
having chaired both the English grams were 'followed by the creaand Arts Departments. Waring's tion of several scholarly works,
participation in academic adminis- including "Thomas Carlyle" of
tration, however, has not been lim- - Twayne's English Author series.

will lead a seminar on "Myth and
Ritual." Both programs will be in
the College's Stevenson HalL
Dr. Waring received his docto
rate from Cornell University and
began to teach English at Kalamazoo College. Throughout his years

The

cancer-caus-in-

EDB-tainte-

pro-nose-

i-

12-1- 5.

report didn't support Reagan's
budget on the role for the defecit in
causing high interest rates, and the
role of tax cuts and military buildup spending in causing the defecit
In other economic news, the on-- ;
in
employment rate fell to f

Como

January.

;

(Washington) Reagan's Central
American aid plan, calling for $3
billion over five years, is heading.

for heavy criticism as congresskm-- i
al hearings commence this week,
i The amount sought by the adminis-i'tratio- n
will probably be cut
Legislators are already balking
at plans to give the White House
greater flexibility is linking Salva-doraid to improvements in Irarights.
nian
..
Secretary of State Shnltz claimed
that Nicaragua delayed prepare
ttons for elections in IKS to avoid
the creation of a democratic system. Opposition leaders Joined
.
Shultx in protesting the decision.
an

to

Joy-Co-

os

on Fobruary 10th
p.m.
from
7-- 10

at

North 5 1 root
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Cruise Missiles
Discussed At
Convocation By
Fulbright Prof

.
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Soviet Union.
The only other alternative, declares Maude, is the declaration of
a nuclear free zone, and for this to
be accomplished, the U.S. must
reevaluate its position.

-
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pSTow

t

t

neu-

trality.
Some people believe., stated
Maude, that the cruise missile deployment is death to Nordic neutrality, and that Finland must begin negotiating closer ties with the

Delivering Free

To Tho Col logo

Only

Sun.-Thur- s.
0:30-ll:C-

"A Night
For Men Only"

,

Walter Waring, a retired English
professor from Kalamazoo College,
will be the second participant in the
program February
News Services photo.
graph.
Scbolar-in-Residen- ce

full-scal-

fectiveness.
On Thursday, Feb. 23, at 4 p.m.
in Lowry 119, a forum on Toe
Natural Sciences and Careers will
be presented. Faculty participating
in this session are Leroy Haynes,Cbemistry, and Don Jacobs, Physics. Alumni will include Greg Bar-b- u
('71 Math), a systems analyst at
Rubbermaid and Jodine Alexander
Long ('71 Chemistry), a pharmacist at Fair Drugs in MOlersburg.
The final forum on The social
Sciences and Careers will be held
p.m. m
on Thursday. Marcn l.
this forum
Lowry 118. Faculty-fo- r
are David Guldln, sociology, ana
Frank Miller. Political Science. Alumni include Don Van Cleef ('51
Psychology), Director of Employee, Public and Government relations for the Chemical Division of
PPG Industries, and Reginald Kramer ('73 History), who is a practicing attorney.
The two most common errors
associated with choosing a major
are to assume that certain majors
only lead to certain careers (e.g.
The only options for History majors
is to teach History) or that there is
no relationship, (e.g. Since a Liberal Arts graduate can do almost
anything, your major does not matter). These forums will help students discover the true relationship
between the majors and. careers
that interest them most

Pro-

Scholars-in-Residen- ce

gram was established to draw upon
the knowledge of retired Great
Lakes College Association faculty.

Career Forums To
Feature Woo Grads

mis-launch- ed
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By STUART LING
Fresh from its triumphant

ap-

pearance at the recent
jazz dance, the College of Wooster
Jazz Ensemble will. present its
annual winter concert at McGaw
Chapel on Friday night (tonight) at
8:15 p.m. All of the stars of that
group will shine collectively and
all-colle- ge

individually.

This includes Tyrone

Williams, Laura Rickard, Glen
Roebuck, Jeff Bacon, Jim Ulrich,
Wes Taylor, Dale Grubb. Chuck
Chris Hale, Pat Gorman.
Jonathan Miller, and Mark Work-

Craig,

man.

Taylor will be soloist on a
special arrangement by Director
Stuart Ling of "All the Things You
Are." Mark Workman will play
solo trombone on another Ling
chart of an old Tommy Dorsey hit
"Polkadots and Moonbeams." Ty
Williams will be featured on Nat
Adderley's "Work Song." The others will play solos on multiple
tunes.
' As is c usto piary, there will be a
Wes

?rst yrietyotyleOThejro

gram. The combo, for instance, will
play an old dixieland arrangement
of "Frankie and Johnny." Besides
the tunes from the 30's and 40's
previously mentioned, and the
from the 50's, there will be
d
jazz, a jazz waltz,
a Beatles' tune,
some
and some modern jazz.
In the last category, there are
two charts worthy of special mention. The first of these is "Pernod"
by Nick Ayoub, which is a showcase for Williams, Rickard, Roebuck, Bacon, Ulrich, Craig Hale,

soul-musi- c

Latin-flavore-

jazz-roc-

k,

and Miller. The second is a Bill
Dobbins piece called "Sign Off."
Dobbins was a star keyboard player a few years ago in a great Kent
State Jazz Lab Band. He is now a
e
faculty member of the
.Eastman School of Music, and
much in demand around the country as clinician and soloist
The concert will be free to college personnel. Chapel doors will
open at 7:30 p.m.
full-tim-

Dixon Proposes Different
List Of Top Ten Albums
By KEN DIXON

it would be too difficult to list
the Ten Greatest Albums of All
Time, here is a list of some of my
favorites
1. Sgt Pepper
The Beatles
(1967) The most mood altering
music ever made. Dose your
friends, lock them in a room, and
crank this album up. Then sit back
and watch the music controlinfluence the behavior in the room.
2. (tie) Tommy and Quadropben-i- a
the Who (1969, 1973) Peter
Townshend's stories of adolescent
frustration. Tommy finds himself
spiritually from an existence of
sensual seclusion; and Jimmy finds
the real me inside the mod image.

Student Recital

Schreiber Reflects
On Vienna Trips

Jazz Concert Tonight
Features Many Stars

As

Continued from Page 1
dents) as if they were my own
children and not as if they were
students. I rarely, if ever, interfere
in their affairs. Ultimately, the

students are responsible for their

own actions."
But barring the expected foul-up- s
and minor crises that go along with
being the chaperone of 45 American
students making their way across
the European continent, there have
been relatively few incidents in the
past 24 years which Herr Schreiber

would call emergencies. There
have, however, been a number of
close calls.
Herr Schreiber humorously relates the story of a student who
decided to permanently borrow a
fountain pen from one of the local
proprietors in Vienna. "He had to
spend 24 hours in a Viennese jaiL
I'll never forget it because it happened on the last day before we
were to leave Vienna. We somehow
persuaded the police to let the boy
study for his final exams in his
celL"
Another less serious incident occurred when a group of "rowdies"
decided that they would take a bath
in one of the Viennese fountains.
They were apparently arrested, but
Herr Schreiber didn't find out
about the incident until they were
safely back in the United States. "I
think it's better that way, don't
you?" asks Herr Schreiber with a

these songs during his "vacation,"
and the album features future Roll- laugh.
ing Stone Mick Taylor.
But while the Wooster in Vienna
6. My Aim Is True
Elvis program has had its share of pecuCostello (1977) This album is so liarities and unexpected quirks, it
good that it made the Billboard Top has also had its share of rewards
100 as an import, before being for Dr. Schreiber. In 1980 Dr.
released by CBS.
Schreiber received the Ehrenkreus
7. Blows Against The Empire
(The Golden Order of the City)
Jefferson Stars first album under from the city of Vienna for his
the Starship heading. The band years of dedication, and later reincluded David Crosby, Graham ceived the Humboldt Award from
Nash, Jerry Garcia, Mickey Hart, the German government honoring
Bill Kruetzman (of the Dead) and his efforts at enriching the lives of
David Frieberg (of Quicksilver the students in his programs.
yarn
Messenger Service). A Sci-But back in Wooster as he sits in
about some hippies, who, disillus- his poster-fille-d
office reflecting on
ioned with American society, hi- the thought of another trip this
3. Pin-up- s
David Bowies' 1973 jack a starship to find a new home. coming summer he is somewhat
flashback to the mod era of London Nominated for a Hugo Award.
leery. All of the accomplishments
196447. His influences are acknowl8. Animals
Pink Floyd (1977) and memories are briefly forgotten
edged here with Bowie's versions of Roger Water's Orwellian burnout as Herr Schreiber ponders the possongs by the Who, Yardbirds, the on society.
sibilities of doing it again ... for a
Kinks, Pink Floyd and others.
9. Bringing It All Back Home
25th time. "You must remember,
4. (tie) TrafBc, John Barleycorn Bob Dylan (1968) Subterranean Ho- however, that it is not yet spring,"
Must Die, Low Spark of High mesick Blues, Maggie's Farm, says Herr .Schreiber with a decepHeeled Boys (1968. 1970. 1971) Love Minus ZerioNo Limit, Mr. tive grin. "Come back and ask me
Traffic was a quartet at the time of Tambourine Man, It's All Over how things are going in the
their self titled release, with Dave Now Baby Blue are the songs spring."
Mason's contributions shining as everyone knows. The rest are just
much as Winwoods. Barleycorn as strong, especially the
d
Y
was made without Mason, and
On the Road Again and Bob REAGAN REPORTED-LSAYS HE'LL RECshowed how Winwoods excursion to Dylan's 115th Dream.
Blind Faith influenced his writing,
10. Ogden's Nut Gone Flake
CUTTING
OMMEND
as compositions became longer and Small Faces (1968) The other Mod
BUDGEDUCATON
jazzier. A year later the band had band takes a trip to psychedelia,
grown to nine pieces (horns and and creates one of the most delightAGAIN.
ETS
percussion) and the jams ful, original, and ignored albums of
In a private meeting with Repubbecame spader.
all time. . The second side is woven lican legislators. President Reagan
5. Blues From Laurel Canyon
tdgether with a nonsensical lan- reportedly said his next budget, to
John Mayall (1968) British blue guage that can be understood if be unveiled and presented to Congress in late January, would ingiant moves to Southern California, listened to under the correct
clude more cuts.
eats LSD for weeks, living in a tree
hmisp. nrf nff Hie land. He wrote
A "preliminary estimate" of the
upcoming budget circulating in
Washington showed a cut of $210
ACS TOO U3TEHC30TTT
million in student aid and college
programs.
FfJl
In his meeting, Reagan did not
s3 AM - Itfll AM VTZSXDAYS
mention any numbers, however.
The budget request will cover the '
SrfJO AM - 3 tOO AM VTXSXDAYS
1985 fiscal year,- - which stretches
froiri Oct 1, 1984 to Sept. 30. 1985.
Fi

--

.
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This Sunday in Mackey Hall at 4
there will be a Junior LS. vocal
recital presented by students Jamie
Ha skins and Sarah McGraw under
the tutelage of Professor Dale
Moore. The singers will be performing works by composers such,
as Massenet, Mozart, and Verdi.
program will consist
The hour-lon- g
of two cycles of song by Wolf and
Poulenc. Nancy Kinsey and Amy
Brenemen will be playing the
pieces, most of which are complex

Sunday

as well as complimentary accompaniments.
The program will conclude with
Haskins and McGraw singing a
duet together from Mozart's "Don
Giovanni." There will be a small
reception afterwards for audience
members. Anyone is welcome and
urged to-- patronize the music independent studies by attending this
collage of art songs, lieder, and
operatic selections.

Calendar
Compiled by SUSAN FIGGE

Friday,Firefox,
February
p.m.;
FILMS:

7

10

Goodbye Girl, 9:30 p.m. Mateer

Auditorium, $1. ,
DINNER THETRE: Good Evening, A Comedy Revue, by Peter
Cook Jc Dudley Moore, performed by Richard Figge and Martin
McDougaU, Ichabod's, 7 p.m., admission charge.
CONCERT: Wooster Jazx Ensemble, Stuart Ling, director,
McGaw Chapel, 8:15 p.m.. free to College of Wooster students.
LATIN AMERICA WEEK FIESTA: Babcock Dining Room, 9
p.m.

11
Saturday, February
p.m.; Foxfire,

9:30 p.m., Mateer
FILMS: Goodbye Girl, 7
Auditorium, $1.
DINNER THEATER: Good Evening: A. Comedy Revue,
7 p.m., admission charge.
SAB TRIP to Pittsburgh. Leave Woo at 8:00 a.m., return 11:00
p.m.

Ich-bod-'s,

Sunday, February

12

CONCERT: Friendship Baptist Church Gospel Choir and The
Wooster Gospel Ensemble, Lowry Center Lounge, 4 p.m.
CONCERT: Wooster. Symphony Orchestra Children's Concert,
Dale Moore, director, McGaw Chapel. 3 p.m.
FILM: Persona, Sweden, 1968. Ingmar Bergman, a major
contemporary director, has crafted a complex, demanding film about '
two women, one an actress who has suffered a mental breakdown,
and the other her nurse who is gradually pulled into the powerful
sway of her patient's identity; unusually imagintive film techniques
reinforce the complicated relationship of the two women. Liv Ulman
as the patient and Blbi Anderson as the nurse give powerful
performances; and Sven Nykvist's cinematography is notable. In
Swedish with English subtitles.

Tuesday,
February 14
CONVOCATION: Black Polities in &e tO's: The Jesse Jackson

Campaign, black rights activist, organizer and Jackson supporter
Nelson Johnson. Mateer Auditorium, 11 a.m.
CLERGY ACADEMY OF RELIGION: Media Ethics. NBC News
Ancborperson, Detroit. Lean Lecture Room. 1:15 p.m.
BLACK STUDIES SEMINAR: Lowry Center, Room 119, 4 p.m.
CONCERT: The Cleveland Orchestra, McGaw Chapel, 8:15 p.m.,
sold out.

J
Wednesday,
February 15
LECTURE
The Threshold of Old Age: images of the Elderly
:

On

in Ancient Greek Literature,

Thomas' Talkner, Department of
'Classical Studies, Lean Lecture Room, 4 p.m.. first in the series on
The Relevance of Greece.
CONCERT: Wendell Logan and the Jazx Ensemble of Oberlin
College, Lowry Center Lounge, 8 p.m.

Thursday, February
16
Poverty and Politics:

GREAT DECISIONS:
South and Southeast
Asia Today, Juliette Blanchard, Lean Lecture Room, 7:30 p.m.
FILM: The Man, Mateer Auditorium. 8 p.m. ,
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For The Record
-

BY DREW VANDECREEK

well-round-

ed

Cyndi Lauper

a.m. will be given by Nelson Johnson on the fight for civiL liberties
and the struggle for black liberation. Mr. Johnson will also be
present at the Black Studies Seminar at 4:00 p.m. He will address the
role of black Studies on the political
scene and what the young population can do in this black political
age in the 80's.
February 15 in Lowry Pit from
duction of SpeMkessy will be in
p.m. the jazi band
IfcGaw Chapel at 7:00 p.m. Speak-eas- y 4:30-7:3- 0
is a ragtime musical depicting "FORECASTS" from Cleveland.
February IS the movie "THE
life during prohibition, particularly
the black role in this period of MAN" at 8:00 p.m. in Mateer,
time. "Speakeasies" were night- where James Earl Jones depicts
clubs that helped Negro artists the first black president
February 17, reception for Black
display their unique talents and
establish themselves as viable com- History Week in Douglass Lounge
p.m.
ponents of the artistic community.
from
February 18, Final Celebration
February 13 it a day free of
entertainment, but I would like to Dance at Ichabod's from 10:00
thank Harold Luke for his artistic p.m. 2:00a.m. DJs will be Courtney
sketch for the Black History Week McDonald and Al Clark. Thanks for
brochure and art exhibit in Lowry your help!
The Black Forum Committee of
Center. Also, thanks for the art
exhibit in the College of Wooster SAB and the Black Community
welcomes all to come celebrate this
Art Museum.
February 14 "HAPPY VALEN- week with us in recognition of
TINE'S DAY" Convocation at 11:00 "BLACK POLITICS IN THE 80's."
By PATRICIA PARKER
February's designation as Black
History month brings recognition
and celebrations of that history to
The College of Wooster campus
during the week of the 12th through
the 18th. During this week various
speakers, movies and entertainment will be highlighted. .
On February 12 the Karamu pro-

"She's So Unusual"

You" once again features Lauper's
ability to sing as a woman with
real emotions, rather than a pop
cliche.
As a whole. "She's So Unusual"
can be viewed as a minor breakthrough for women in pop music,

proving that intelligence and depth
can sell to a mass audience. For
years Women have been channeled
into pop cliches, presumable to fit
someone's conception of typical female roles. To see women with real
musical depth one had to go to the
country or soul fields and talents
such as Tammy Wynette and Are-

8-9:- 00

tha Franklin. Pop's stereotyped
has been challenged,
cessfully, by Cyndi Lauper.
set-u- p

Short Courses
Remain Open

Black History Month
Celebrated Next Week

-

"She's So Unusual" gives a good
account of the state of pop music
today. The songs are original in
content and
in performance; the seamless logic of the
production holds these parts together as a sum that is a very pleasant
package indeed.
Side One makes an impressive, if
informal, glance into some psychological issues, going deeper than
pop music usually, if ever,, goes.
"Money Changes Everything" is an
arrejtingly hitter account of broken
love and harsh reality set to a tight
poprock accompaniment Lauper's
bittersweet vocals are a fitting link
between the song's bleak lyrics and
upbeat sound.
"Girls Just Want to Have Fun"
moves fast, like a good single
should. A strong, catchy chorus
mixed with an Ingenious lyric
should make this a teen anthem
among female fans, ignored by
most of mainstream pop music as
possessing any emotions between
Quarterflash weepiness and the Pat
cliche.
Benatar "tough-chick- "
"When You Were Mine" throws
an interesting twist at the listener
as Lauper sings "I love you more
than when you were mine" to
another strong pop melody.
"Time After Time" revels Lauper in a more typical stance;
however, the lyrics are again intelligent and the performance well
arranged.
Side two plunges into more eclectic waters than the straightforward
opening cuts: "He's So Unusual"
duplicates a scratchy, 1920's sound;
"She Bop" careens along to a
danceable pop melody. "I'll Kiss

PageS
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suc-

Due to the late date of some of
the short courses, registration is
still being taken for the following:
ADVANCED CALLIGRAPHY

taught by Linda Hershberger Kirk
p.m., for five
on Mondays,
4-5- :30

sessions. March

23, $15.

28-Ap-ril

DARKROOM
TECHNIQUES
taught by Jane
Koester on Mondays, 8 p.m. for
BEGINNING

8--

four sessions.

March

18,

28-Ap- ril

taught
MEXICAN COOKING
by Fred Erebia on Thursdays for
two sessions, 44 p.m., 88.
taught by Mary
NEW GAMES
O'Malley and Barb Endel for one
evening, Wednesday, Feb. 29, 0
p.m. FREE.
All registration is to be done in
Monday-Frida10
. the SAB office.
.

8-1-

y,

a.m.-4p.-

m.

--

Computer Dating
Dance Set Up

VSOCCTf

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
Date:March 3. 1984
Place: Ichabod's
Event: Computer Dance
Come find out who on this campus has the same interests as you!
The computer will pair you up with
someone similar to you. Simply fill
out a questlonaire at Lowry during
the computer fair on February 22.

PRESENTS

SPRitie BREAK
MARCH

16-2-

5,

THIS QUALITY TRIP INCLUDES

1984

higr
V
Round trip mmoc coach liansuortation via
coaches to Dayton Beach, Florid leave Friday. March
truly
Uneke others, we use the newest fyt buses aveieole. tar a
ouaetyride.
Seven nights accommodation at the excexf and wel known
Queaty Inn Reef, located a) 935 South Atlantic Avenue i Daysona
m the censer
Bach. This a deluxe oceanfront hotel located rightcorteeshop,
area or the strip. The hotel has a pool, braparry deck,
great bar. aw condmonma. and color TV. Thn hotel m both the
center of a lot of action and a good clean test class hoeal
Great pool deck parties, contests, or achxits nearly every day o
meet people and have a good tne.
Optional excursion available to Disney World. Epcot. Hi iiii
kiau , party boats, ana otner attractions
An entire 1st of bar and restaurant discounts (or you to us every
day to save money, at places you would go anyway.
a The service! of hJS hmc travel representatives avaaabl dasy to
throw parti and take good car of you.
Al taxes and greturties.
ukra-snoder-

-

ECHO TMAVEL.

INC

68A9

oectrnxci

lfu J3eauti tue

135 Bead Wooater
1020 W. High Cwnrttt.

AVWttA BSA6C!

264-553- 5

I.

i

Thim to m trim for tkm mtmdomt tkmt cor
Brom vmcmiutm.
aooBtv
of him Sjaruts
u
umem what kind of bus vou ride, and
Awt

683-719- 1

w

mbomt tkm

--

&REDKEN

and air unions arc. son up before tha.tnpe.ru Echo Travel has been the
number one ouaaty coleqt tour operator to Daylona (or many years,
over 9,000 people during Spring, Break alon.

rfkrouu

Pt

Shainpso & Haircut

tmkm

ttv

BISK

ot twiv-- m

SIGN UP NOW AT

S.A.Dv OFFICE

OB FOR MORE INFO
8
CALL
263-2COR
253-237-

S0

Are vou curious as to
what other schools might
ts
wii in ry iiisz sajiwtia
bunch? Well, here's a
Aku
Aa.

Regularly $950

:

rinu.i
Ohio State,

-

C"

1 1

Madison,
Green, Western

U.,
Bowling

Illinois- and more. Re- member tor $219 you can
have both transportation
and lodging. This year
-

tzr'
V

--

I

we're offering a Land
Onlv nackaae of. $125.

.

::.".'..:

x x

V

Whether you're Just mildly curious or a serious
del iterator, stop in the
SAB office for further de--

tails.

-

v

rv

i
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Thinclads Sprint To Second At Livingston
Second Only To Denison In Fine Performance
By DAVID BOOP
With their pride still hurt from the
shellacking they took the week
before, the Wooster lien's track
squad came back to impose some
distress unto many of their OAC
rivals. The Livingston Relays at
Denison last Saturday was the setting for the Scots to turn in one of
the finest performances by an indoor team in the past few years.
Only powerful Denison was able to
beat the Scots as the thinclads left
five other OAC schools in their
wake.
"We came together as a team
this week, the attitude of the team
was outstanding," understated an
obviously pleased Coach Bean. The

results clearly indicate this. Woos-ter- 's
72 points was good enough to
overcome all but Denison's 110
points. Marietta, Muskingum, Ken-yoOberlin and Capital all failed
to keep pace with the Scots. Although no relay finished first, almost every Wooster relay ended up
among the top four.
Unexpectedly outstanding performances by the field events set
the tone for the afternoon. "We
found ourselves in second after the
field events and never looked
back," Bean commented. Jeff
Jones, Craig Eisenfelder, and Jon
Brookshire combined efforts in the

n,

For All Your Travel Needs :

long jump relay for a second in
54'". The newly disciplined and
committed Brookshire and Eisenfelder were joined by freshman
Hike Collins for another second in
the triple jump relay which went
107'1". Collins then teamed with

Consultants
346

co-captai- ns

Jackson along with freshman

Vance Russell and sophomore Tom
Shearer. The incomparable John
Gary Ferner to Sutter and three freshmen, ran the
senior
give the Scots a third in the pole 6400 yard relay in 20:02.72 for
Abe Sprinvault relay (20'). Even the shot fourth
putters got into the act Mark Bero, ger, Bob Jones, and Dave Brandt
freshmen Paul Savage, and junior accompanied Sutter in the relay.
Don Sanford contributed a third Russell, Jacobsen, Jackson, and
Paul Fleming finished the gruelling
with a joint effort of 126".
The sprinting crew, which used to distance medley in fourth place
score points only when there was a with a 10:20.
"We truly came together as a
full moon, performed spectacularly. The 2:20.47 clocked by the eight-la- p team. Some people (notably John
relay team of Eisenfelder, Taylor) were slightly injured and
Jones, James Engler and Fred nobody Complained about making
Lumpkin was good enough for a up the slack," said a proud Bean.
second. Also second was the sprint The effort needed to duplicate the
medley of Eisenfelder, Engler, results of ' last week, must be as
Andy Baird, and Al Jacobsen with great for the Scots tonight as they
a stellar 3:03.51. Freshman Mark travel to Westerville which is home
Lewis, who alone captured a fourth of the Otterbein Cardinals.
Many traditional OAC track powin the high jump relay, united with
the tenacious Eisenfelder, and the ers like Ohio Northern and host
equally tough Jones to produce a Otterbein, provide an even more
third in the high hurdle relay difficult task for the Scots this
week. The newly found team con(24.47).
Despite being overshadowed by cept discovered this past weekend
the brilliant sprinting effort, the will definitely be tested. Moreover
distance members of the squad the memories of excellence at Denturned in a solid performance. Two ison could prove to be a benchmark
newcomers and two veterans that will propel the Scots to higher
aspirations.
co-capt-ain

place.-Freshme- n

Wooster Sports Schedule
February

Flair Travol

I

nnnlpd their abilities to rive the
Scots a second in the 3200 yard
relay. Timed in 8:43.36 were senior
Andy Baird and Bill

:i

10-1-

I
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Scots Pound Polar Bears
Taught Lesson By Student Princes
By JOHN STAPLETON

Over the past week and a half,
the Fighting Scot basketball team
split a pair of OAC contests. Wooster dealt the Ohio Northern Univer2
defeat
sity Polar Bears a
February 1 in Timken gymnasium.
The following Saturday, however,
45-3-

Feb.
Feb.

11
15

son in basketball basics, defeating
them
Against 13--6 Ohio Northern, the
Scots played what Coach La Wims
called "our best defensive game of
the season" to overcome a poor 38
percent shooting effort from the
field. Though the Scots were beaten
on the boards, they committed only
seven turnovers in the entire game
and applied tremendous defensive
pressure the length of the court
The Polar Bear's deliberate style
of play also worked to their own
demise. As the Scots began to
widen the gap. Northern's patient
offense late in the second half
eliminated their chances of making
a serious run at Wooster. The Scots
shot a cool 80 percent from the foul
line to put the game away.
Junior guard Al Wentz paced the
Scots with 12 points. Jesse Smith
89-7- 0.

Call

11
14

beaten on the board! and couldn't
break their press." The OAC leading Princes were in control from
the onset as they Jumped out to a 1
led and extended that to a 3
difference at the half. Wooster was
outshot 57 percent to 40 percent but
more importantly, committed 23
turnovers.
The Scots' leading scorer was
Jesse Smith- - with 18 points. Al
Wentz and Mike Sheridan followed
with twelve and ten points respectively. Smith and Sheridan also
collected eight rebounds apiece.
Wooster now has only three re9--

51-2-

--

maining regular season games.
are at home tomorrow for a

They

contest against Muskingum
and February 18 against Otterbein
with a road game at Marietta
February 15 sandwiched in
7:30

1

Sleff TuKeP FOR Trie OYMPicS
Trte OFFiCiaL OLYMPICS OF
THe 98H- - OLYMPICS !

Muskingum 7:30

at Marietta
Denison 2:00

at Capital

Men's Swimming

Feb.

264-650- 5

14

Denison 4:00

Women's Swimming

Your EURAILPASS

8
Div. Ill State
Championships at Oberlin

Feb.

headquarters

16-1-

JUST OFF THE

Men's Indoor Track

Registered Ohio Travel Agent

Women's Indoor Track

Feb.

COLLEGE CAMPUS

Feb.

TA0305.

.

"At Heidelberg we played the
exact opposite' of how we played

6

Women's Basketball
Feb.
Feb.

14.

the Heidelberg Student Princes, against Northern," remarked
taught the Scots a convincing let-- Wims, "We were outshot, soundly

Men's Basketball

E. Bowman St. j

collected eleven points and six rebounds while Scot McCormick added ten points and eight rebounds.
The Polar Bears were led by Paul
Whitney who scored a game high

10

10

at Westerville

at Mount Union

Ly L

NEWLY OPENED

PAGE'S BOOKCELLER
4- -

116 SourJr Market St.

Specializing In
Contemporary Religious Studies: East it West
Biblical Studies, Theology, Psychology
Comparative Religion
Book Ordering Service

Wooster, Ohio 44691
216

Browser Welcome

144
4- -

E. liberty

xAB

234-11- 4

Basement of Watson Office Supply

-

i

nmI

in

1

mint

trr

263-00- 35

Opens: Monday -- Saturday 9:00am
Closes: 9:00pm Monday and FridaM
5:00pm other days
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Lane Line.
On January 31, the Women'!
Swim team made the trek to Cleveland to face the women of Cleveland State University.. Though, the
Scotties could not match up to CSU,

The .Scotties effort was hardly
anything to be scoffed at either.;'
Be sty Barrett took a first in the 200
freestyle and swam the butterfly-leof the second place 400 medley
relay. Amy'Russ had another good
meet, capturing first ia the 100 fly
with her best time ever', swimming
on the winning 400 free relay.and
taking second in the 50 freestyle.
Lori Birkenberger contributed her
backstroke skills to the effort, taking second in the 100 and 200 as
well as swimming, backstroke on
the medley relay team. And Senior
Marrie Neumer seems to finally be
realizing her full potential as she
turned in a season best in the 200
IU for first place, took second in
the 500 freestyle, and third in the
200 fly. The Scotties were at a
disadvantage as they could not
field a full, healthy squad. "When
we are healthy" said Coach Flohr."
we have the potential to beat
them."

well as setting a pool record.
Senior John Keiter swam well,
giving the Scots a second place in
.-

if A

The World
According To Wardy

By DONSANDFORD

Women's Swimming

Paget

.1rt

-'

100 freestyle and third in the
free. Dave Gregory took second
in the 200 breastroke and, Dave
They are a rare breed the professional ' referee courageous,
Riley was 2nd in the 1000 freestyle.
athletic,
confident, and probably a bit deranged. They are the men
Keiter and Gregory teamed up with ' and women who make the calls on the court, gridiron and ice. These
the times gave them what Head
Matt Christen and Scott McLean to judges, who are paid to control the rich kids of sport, have had many
Coach Judi Flohr called "a super
take second, in the, 400 medley
years of intense training to master their trade."
"
meet."
relay.
But here in Wooster, Ohio, where there are no professional sports
Betsy
swam
Barrett
Freshman
Coach Flohr felt that the times
for
miles
around (sorry Cava), there exists a different kind of sebra
200
well, taking second in both the
were good, and that the team swam
an association of individuals who believe in the sacrificial
order.
is
It
and 500 freestyle, Her time in the
well against a Division I schooL
fire,
plight of the kamikaze. They are a more rare breed,
and
the
500 was only nine-on- e
hundreths of
"There was no pressure to win, so
courageous,
incredibly
and most
sometimes athletic,
a second shy of national cuts. Lori
weswamwelL"
certainly deranged. They are the B League referees.
Birkenberger also swam well, taktravOn February 4, the Scots
The Winter Intrumaural Basketball League is seperated into two
ing second in both the 100 and 200
elled South to match, skills with
divisions
A and B. The A League is largely composed of former
backstroke. Karen Christen showed
Wittenberg University. Coach Flohr
high school players, and those who once upon a time possessed 30
strong support, finishing third in
' inch
"did not swim the toughtest
vertical leapt. The play is very respectable, the atmosphere
both of those events, and Flohr was
Wittenberg and that highly competitive, and the referees are paid far their services. .
happy with the times that the
gave people a chance to swim some
Now the B League is comprised of a few former high school
women swam.
events that they usually do not hoopsters. but the majority of players take to the court for
Amy Buss, whose' 100 breastroke
swim.
comradery or exercise. Many of the player on these teams have not
was fast enough for. second place,
was the younger men that were
It
cradled a basketball for nine or ten months. No problem the main
showed her versatility by repeating
7 able to turn in a good many points
purpose of the league is to provide a
environment
' in the meet. Sophomore Andy Okun
her second place finish in the 100
guys
laughs.
a
nets
few
can
a
where
down
few
and
have
shoot
butterfly. If andy Zipf swam a seawon the 50 freestyle,, took second in
Most of the time everything runs smoothly because the hoopsters
son best for a second place finish in Men's Swimming
the 200 backstroke, and swam on recognize their somewhat limited ability. But problems can arise if
the 200 breastroke and finished less
'
the victorious 400 medley relay
players set unreasonable expectations for themselves and fail to
On February 1. Head Swim team. Freshman Scott McLean
than a second behind Buss in the
meet those goals. Certain hoopsters often forget that they are not Dr.
100 to take third place. Senior Coach Judi Flohr crossed another
won the 200 freestyle and swam on
the Bird, or some other basketball legend. After one has been fed
J.
Marrie Neumer also had a good milestone in her career. Mike
the winning
the medley relay-an- d
26 open layups it is all to easy to become a legend that is in your
On-"
a
outing, turning in fast times in the
freshman diver from
400 freestyle relay.
own mind. These players expect to enter the scoring realm of Adrian
100 and 200 fly (second and third oenta, N.Y., became the first man
The divers. traded points, with
Dantley every game, and when
cease to snap their
place respectively) as well as the to qualify for Nationals Since Flohr I Sophomore Tim Bruno taking the frustration reaches the boiling
When these players play poorly,
point
1981.
200 IM which gave her another began coaching for Wooster in
one meter and finishing second on
they start fouling. Within an instant the B League is transformed into
second place
Asked if another diver. Sophomore
meter while Freshman
three
the
royal brotherhood of barbarians Pht Smaeka Hacka. With the
that
On February 4, the Scotties took Tim Bruno will also be able to go.
Mike Stuligross won the three meflood of infractions there are bound to be mistakes in Judgement
a squad that was not in good health Flohr replied, "He can do it, he's
ter and took second on .the one Unfortunately, it is often too easy to forget that B League refs are
to Wittenberg Univeristy for a dou- only 14 points away."
meter. It was a good meet for not the products of Apple II computers.
ble dual meet against Case Western
It was the divers who were able George Miller, as he turned in what
Over a span of two years I have "attempted" to ref (with the
Reserve and Wittenberg. The Scot-tie- s to pick up the big points in the Flohr called "a really good relay help of another courageous soul) a dozen or so B League games.
easily dealt with CWR, but Scots loss to Division I Akron split" on the breastroke leg of the Attempted because I have not yet developed the four pairs of eyes
Wittenberg proved to be a tougher University. Bruno took the diving,
400 medley. And Nilos (the Crazy
needed to monitor all the lovin' and shovhV m- the lane. But last
challenge. "It was a .good meet" with Stuligross and freshman Doug Canadain) Sakellarion scored his Monday I recorded a first Although I was nursing an injured ankle. I
commented Coach Flohr. "It was White taking second and third befirst points of the season, taking volunteered to ref an 11:00 game (that's p.m. fans) between two very
real close and Wittenberg swam hind him. It was in the optional second in the 100 freestyle - and
aggressive teams solo.
well," they had a number of seasondiving that Stuligross amassed the third in the 50 freestyle.
There is only one small problem in properly referee Ing a game
necessary points for Nationals, as
al bests."
all by yourself it is physically impossible. First of all you are often
screened by players from the infractions, or just happen to be in the
r j. t
wrong position to make the correct call. Secondly, there are far too
many things that can go wrong out there on that wilderness of wood.
(
A) You reinjure your ankle attempting to dodge four fast breaking
bodies. B) You unsuccessfully attempt to dodge those streaking
bodies (fortunately comatose is often painless). C) In the middle of
an intense rebound (900 pounds Of flesh battling for the one pound
sphere) you start wondering about the questions on tomorrow's
Shakespeare quiz. This mental blackout leads to the final and most
painful blunder: D) The blown or imaginary call.
t,
the offense sets up and the
Picture it The ball crosses
lone ref is now responsible for catching these infractions double
dribble, travelling, five seconds (after the dribble has been picked
up), defensive reaching in, offensive forearm, pushing and elbowing
underneath the boards, pushing, elbowing, and the sublime trip away
from the ball, and of course the creative and individualized hack
series the arm slap, the body check, the knee job, the shoulder
wedge, and the famous over the back half, nelson hold. lEven more
raw'"'
-frightening is that the majority of these Bruce Lee maneuvers occur
simultaneously. Joe Shooter is arm slapped by Joe Defender who ia
receiving the knee ram from Joe Offensive Rebounder who is
experiencing Joe Defensive Rebounder's half nelson from behind.
This is not an easy situation for two referee much less the lon
ref who has never mastered basic mathematical calculations. But the
whistle is blown (it has to be. this is Basketball not Championship
Wrestling) and is followed by the lone refs favorite concoction (the
. .
.
invention of dissension) the imaginary ealL
no, wait
eye
on
poke
got
shorts,
slap
red
ever
an
back
the
"We've
were
women
'
and
men
JwthWooster
which
Ohio
Tuesday's
against
meet
in
swim
Northern
Action from
yea
green
right
think?"
I
a
shorts,
minute,
that's
victorious. Photograph by Marc Miller.
Now the accused defender is not happy. First of all because heat
this point is shooting 12 percent Secondly because he has turned the
ball over three times in the last five minutes."And finally because he
was standing on the sideline at the time the foul waa committed. Joe
Defender knows I've really blown this one. Thus, he fires his bazooka
rebuttles into my face from the comforting distance of four feet
of
By QUINCY ADAMS
the ball inside to M.B. Bentler who lo get the ball inside. The Bishops'
He sweats out a violent "I wasn't even near the play!", followed by
and tops it
The Wooster Scqtties had their responded with 11 first half points. strategy on defense brougnt inem
the declaration of disbelief ."You've got to be- kidding!",
'
f
second victory in a row January 31 Junior Amy Smith followed Bentler back into the game, but a lough
with the short but poignant "Bleep you".
oil
Scotties Scottie defense nevergave up the
at Ohio Wesleyan University, win- in scoring with eight-Th- e
The smiling offensive player also know Tve blown this baby,
but out rebounded the Bishops in the lead. Key baskets were made in the
ning by four points
and attempts to console me with me with ?By ..you should ref for us
with Bentler pulling second half by guards Amy Smith,
were defeated last Saturday first half
more often." Great. The. rest of the players, and the fans on the
).
down 12 boards and junior Jennifer Jennifer Grassman, and Jackie
sidelines know it too. for they are either screaming witty vocabulary,
against 15-- 1 Allegheny College
Barton battling for six. The Scotties Murphy. Wooster won by four
pointing fingers in disgust, or chuckling under their breath. I begin to
points, two of which came from
wonder what Hamlet would do in such a predicament Then I look
Against the Bishops of Ohio Wes- led at the end of the first half
The Bishops came 'out in the Amy Smith's foul shooting late in
over and see the janitor waddling away... shaking, his head in
leyan the Scotties stuck to the
disbelief not because it is midnight and time to lock up. but because
patient offense and intense defense second half determined to shut off the contest Smith was five of six
even he would have never called that one Pass the poison please.
that earned them a victory against the Scotties inside game. Their from the foul line and had a game-hig- h
total of 15 points. M.B. Bentler
Cederville earlier in the week. In tightened zone defense made it
Continued on Paget
Continued on Page
the first half the Scotties worked almost impossible for the. Scotties
g
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Wardy's World
Contcinad from Page T
Such are the adventures of the B League re. Adventures
permeated with conflict and tribulation. Adventures that for some
forsaken reason are strangely appealing. There is something
pleasing in attempting to create some sense of order in an arena of
anarchy. Call it the Charlemagne or Julius Caesar syndrome, it is
the appetite for rendering, proper justice when justice is needed. It is
a small test of character this referee ing business combating curses
and crude jestures with silence. But it is truly a test.
Though there is no pay and no glamour, those who have ever
attempted to keep ten oversized bodies from hacking each other into
oblivion know these same gratifying feelings. There is much to be
gained in attempting to ref in this peculiar league. For starters, how
to deal with one's blunders and frustrated peers.
Most importantly, in the land of Phi Smacka Hacka you learn a
little about guts and a lot about humility.

New SAB Chair Selected
Continued from Page 1

sponsor quality, low attendance

events just "to fit the needs of
different people."
"I don't want people to complain
about having nothing to do." said
Hart. Using Ichabod's more was
anther proposed goal. Hart is
pleased that Ichabod's has been
packed on weekends, however, he
thinks that students should use
Ichabod's a little bit more during
the week."
He suggested that more students
should go to Ichabod's on Wednesday nights as a study break from
the academic pressure. He also
said that he wants different groups
to use it for special meetings,
parties, and other group activities.
In order for SAB to best fulfill the
different needs of the students and
to use its budget and facilities most
efficiently. Hart said that SAB will
"discuss issues that are important
on campus. Bill Andrew did a good
job of that this year." Hart
stressed communiction between the
board members and the rest of the
students to be essential; he wants
to hear suggestions and feedback
about activities or any other issues.
Hart explained that he stressed

0VR

F0R

zzz

WS

communication when he interviewed applicants for positions on
the board. "I want to bring down

the hierarchy. I consider myself
the 13th position on the board. My
job just has different responslbii-ties.- "
said Hart. "SAB is casual
and informal but we get the job
done. We'll have a lot of fun."
Concerning the applicants. Hart
commented, "Even if they get
turned down, I hope they stick with
it because I got turned down last
year and I stuck with it-- I'm glad,
though, because I didn't have
enough time last year." Hart
worked on SAB after he was denied
a" position as chairperson, but when
a position opened in the spring, it
was offered to him. Hart encourages the applicants and other students to become involved in SAB.

Scotties Battle
Bishops
Continued from Page 7
points, and Jennifer Grass-ma- n
had eight Bentler also hauled
down a season high If rebounds.
The game against Allegheny last
Saturday was considered "a look
towards the future." Wooster and
Allegheny will compete next year
in the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC). The Gators came to
Wooster with 14 consecutive wins, a
77 point per game average, and an
average spread of 24 points between themselves and the opposi-

had

13

-

Valentines

Day Bash in the Carriage Gardens this Saturday

although they held the Gators under their average scoring mark.
Wooster still lost by 20 points. The
Scotties managed to steal the ball
18 times from Allegheny, eight of
which were produced by Amy
Smith. Lisa Distent was the high
scorer for the Scotties hitting seven
out of 13 shots for 14 points. Diment
got 12 of her points in the second
half. Bentler had nine points, Smith
had eight and Jennifer Barton had
six.
The Scotties played
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Our new dance floor and the Live upbeat, foot- -

stomping sounds of

Close Pursuit

Wednes-

Plus

day night against an injury hampered Malone squad. The write up
tor that game and Saturday's home
contest against Denison will be
printed in the next Voice issue.
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The Scotties hoped their defense
would keep them in the game and
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